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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is the final report to the EU Crime Proofing Steering Group, which outlines
the development of a series of preliminary, legislative crime risk indicators. These
indicators are intended to be used to scan summaries of new legislative proposals,
to identify new regulation that might contribute to fraud, corruption, illegal trade,
or environmental crime.
The risk indicators are outlined below, and were formulated by generalising the
main principles of published case studies, in which government regulation had
been identified as contributing to these types of crime. As these risk indicators
were developed from a small number of case studies, they are clearly not
comprehensive risk indicators for all types of crime or even those specific types of
crime that are the subject of this project. However, they do represent a starting
point, one that could be built upon and refined in due course.
Firstly, the case studies reviewed suggest that any regulation that introduces
product disposal requirements or any other new or more burdensome fee or
obligation may produce behaviour by those regulated intended to avoid or reduce
the obligation. Such behaviour might include the dumping or dangerous
destruction of regulated products. Furthermore, it appears that other parties,
including organised groups, may become involved, by assisting in the avoidance or
minimisation of the obligations for a fee.
Secondly, the studies suggest that any regulation that introduces a concession on a
tax or a concession on any other fee or obligation may produce deceptive or other
behaviour for the purposes of meeting the criteria for the concession. Such
behaviour might include the provision of false information or the ‘hiring’ of those
who qualify for the concession. Past experience also suggests that the concession
might be exploited in an organised manner.
Thirdly, any regulation that introduces a grant, subsidy, or compensation scheme
or any other scheme that provides a benefit may produce deceptive or other
behaviour for the purposes of meeting the criteria for the benefit. Such behaviour
might include the forgery of documents, the provision of false information or the
stealing of goods for reward.
Fourthly, regulation that introduces or increases the tax on legal goods or in any
other way increases the costs of legal goods may produce smuggling of goods from
lower-tax or lower-cost jurisdictions. Organised groups have historically been
involved in smuggling contraband products both within and between countries.
Fifthly, regulation that prohibits or restricts a demanded product or service or in
any other way decreases the availability of demanded goods or services may
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produce illegitimate trade in the product or service. Organised groups have
historically been involved in the supply of both black market products and
services.
Sixthly, regulation that introduces or removes a law enforcement capacity,
increases or decreases funding for enforcement activity or in any other way impacts
the intensity of law enforcement activity may have unintended effects. If it
increases the intensity, it may produce displacement of the behaviour subject to
enforcement to other times, places or through other means. However, if it reduces
the intensity, it may result in an increase in the behaviour subject to enforcement.
Finally, the case studies reviewed suggest that any regulation that provides officials
with regulatory power may be associated with the corruption of officials. Such
regulatory powers might concern the allocation of benefits, such as contracts or
licences, or the imposition of burdens, such as taxes or rules.
The case studies, when considered collectively, also suggest what needs to be done
for crime risk assessment in the law-development process to be most effective.
Firstly, they suggest that crime risks need to be considered from the early stages of
policy formation. This is because early decisions regarding the structure and design
of new regulation will impact upon the configuration of incentives and the extent
to which compliance can be monitored.
Secondly, the studies indicate that new regulation needs to be understood at the
level of those regulated. This is because understanding the incentives for
behaviour assists in anticipating unintended consequences. Consequently, it seems
that regulators need to be involved in crime risk assessment because, in most cases,
they have the best understanding of the new regulation and the wider regulatory
environment.
Finally, the studies suggest that the monitoring of the impact of new regulations
should be a complementary strategy to preliminary crime risk assessment. This is
because political constraints and the difficulty in predicting the extent of
unintended consequences mean that action can not always be justified at a
preliminary stage.
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OUR BRIEF
The idea of introducing some sort of formal crime risk assessment into the process
of law development is relatively new. More recently, however, crime prevention
experts have begun to ‘flesh out’ the idea, with a particular emphasis upon
identifying the organisations that could undertake such work (Albrecht, Kilching,
& Braun, 2002). Nevertheless, it is clear that those involved in the lawdevelopment process need further practical guidance on the substantial elements of
crime risk assessment.
In recognition of this, in 2003, the EU established a steering committee to advise
on the development of a crime risk assessment process to be used at the EU level.
Two members of this steering committee, Transcrime and JDI, agreed to
undertake a short review of the literature to identify case studies in which
legislation had been identified as having contributed to specific types of crime,
namely: fraud, corruption, trafficking, counterfeiting, product piracy and
environmental crime. The basic aim of this work was to identify and analyse the
case studies to see what could be ‘learned’, in order to further develop the idea of
crime risk assessment in this context.
From the early stages of the project, it was intended that a series of risk indicators
would be developed from the case studies. These risk indicators were intended to
be used to ‘flag up’ new legislation that had the potential for unintended crime
consequences. This use of risk indicators was based upon the assumption that the
EU proposed to implement a two-stage process for crime risk assessment. The
first involves the ‘scanning’ of summaries of new legislation, to identify those that
have the potential for unintended crime consequences and the second, involving
the in-depth analysis of the legislation to further investigate potential crime
consequences.
This report outlines our development of risk indicators from identified case
studies, for the purposes of scanning summaries of new legislative proposals. In
particular, the report outlines the way in which the case studies were identified
(Part 1), the case studies themselves (Part 2) and the risk indicators (Part 3). Part 4
presents some concluding and more general remarks about crime risk assessment
in this context.

PART 1 - METHOD
Initially, searches were conducted for literature in which legislation had specifically
been implicated in contributing to unintended crime consequences. However, it
soon became clear that few such published examples existed. In fact, early
investigations revealed that the literature was concerned more with the unintended
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consequences of certain ‘schemes’ (e.g. workers compensation scheme),
‘regulations’ or ‘laws’ and there was, in most cases, no detailed consideration of the
legislation involved.
However, further investigations revealed that much of this government regulation
had some legislative component.1 Therefore, it was decided that the search should
be conducted to identify any documented “government measure or intervention”,
that had been associated with unintended crime consequences, and could
potentially have some legislative component (Better Regulation Task Force, 2003).
Specifically, searches were conducted of the world-wide-web and social science and
legal bibliographic databases. Newspaper searches were also conducted.
Ultimately, most of the case study material was identified using Criminal Justice
Abstracts and the world-wide-web.
The case studies identified are summarised in the table at Appendix A. The table
outlines the details of the regulation, the unintended consequence(s) and the way in
which the regulation had contributed to the unintended consequence(s). The
evidence for the connection between the regulation and the unintended
consequence is also considered in the table. Due to the small number of case
studies identified, some illustrative examples in which unintended consequences
had been predicted, rather than reported, are also included in the table.
Once a particular type of scheme or law had been identified as having contributed
to unintended crime consequences, searches were carried out to identify other
material on these types of schemes or similar schemes. These case studies were
then grouped, as a number of these case studies were variations on a common
‘type of law’ or principle. Seven groupings of regulation were developed: product
disposal regulations, taxation, tax concessions, prohibition, law enforcement,
subsidy grant and compensation schemes, and empowering regulations. The
identified case studies are discussed below (Part 2) under these section headings.

PART 2 - THE CASE STUDIES
For each case study in each section, the detail of the regulation, the unintended
consequences and some features of the regulation that had been identified as
contributing to unintended consequences are mentioned. At the conclusion of
each section, a general principle from the cluster of case studies is developed. Risk
indicators are formulated from these general principles in Part 3.
1 For example, Cornelius (2001) outlined the unintended consequences of the intensified law enforcement activity
on the U.S./Mexican border but made no mention of legislation. Nonetheless, further investigations revealed that
much of this increased enforcement activity was mandated under the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act (IIRIRA), passed in 1996.
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With regard to the contributing factors, it is suggested that identifying these factors
is vital for the development of a crime risk assessment method, as they suggest
what needs to be considered and therefore, by whom. In general, the contributing
factors could be considered tentatively to fall into two broad categories of factors,
the higher level being the ‘design’ or ‘structure’ of the regulation, and the lower
level being the ‘controls’. Structural factors could include the type of system
adopted in the regulation. For example, the exemptions incorporated into the
design of the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, such
as the exemptions for developing countries to produce ozone-depleting-substances
(ODS) and for the use of recycled ODS, were considered to have facilitated illegal
trade in ODS (Clapp, 1997). Alternatively, control factors could include map
checking systems for subsidy claims or the particular type of monitoring
documents used.
Although the controls side of regulation is often cited, particularly by those who
are critical of government regulation, recognising that the design of the regulation
has an important impact on unintended consequences is equally important. This
is because the design or structure of a regulation impacts on the configuration of
incentives and the extent to which compliance can be monitored and enforced. In
recognition of this, it seems that the unintended crime consequences of policy
options should be considered early on in the formulation of policy. More will be
said about this in Part 4 – Concluding Remarks.

Product Disposal Regulations
In the last few decades various governments have introduced product disposal
regulations to promote the environmentally-friendly disposal of potentially
dangerous products, such as cars, wastes and appliances. However, the
introduction of these schemes, the end-result of which is an increased cost to the
final owner, has been consistently associated with an increase in the dumping of
products. For example, a new law resulting in the increased cost of disposing of
end-of-life electrical products in Japan reportedly coincided with an increase in the
dumping of such products (Hutton, 2001). Similarly, the increased cost of
disposing of end-of-life refrigerators in the United Kingdom was reportedly
associated with increased dumping and the practice of truck drivers picking up and
dumping these appliances for a fee (Brown, 2002; Clover, 2001). More recently the
Jill Dando Institute of Crime Science predicted the increasing abandonment of
motor vehicles following the implementation of the EU end-of-life vehicle
directive in the UK, the end result of which will be significantly higher disposal
costs for final owners (Jill Dando Institute of Crime Science, 2003).
One particularly detailed analysis of such a scenario is the introduction of
hazardous waste disposal regulation in the 1970s in the United States.
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Documentary reviews by Szasz (1986) and Scarpitti & Block (1987) outline the
introduction of the new regulations, which introduced requirements for the
treatment of hazardous waste, a permit system for those involved in the system
and a log-book system through which the movement of waste was monitored. The
unintended consequences associated with this regulation included the dangerous
disposal of waste (e.g. dumping into waterways or setting it on fire) by primarily,
transporters and disposers, including those affiliated with organised crime groups.
Szasz (1986) suggested a number of factors that contributed to the situation,
including the use of a ‘regulatory structure’ that was susceptible to the involvement
of organised crime and non-compliance more generally (e.g. generators not legally
responsible for disposal); inadequate monitoring of the log-book system;
inadequate vetting of licencees and inadequate enforcement of the regulations due
to corruption and incompetence.
As the authors note, the increased cost of disposal faced by generators provided
the incentive for generators to dispose of waste illegitimately or to deal with other
illegitimate operators who charged cheaper fees. Furthermore, as the generators
were absolved of any responsibility for the waste disposal, this provided little
incentive for them to contract with only legitimate operators. In addition, the
inadequate monitoring and enforcement associated with the regulations appeared
to provide little disincentive for those who were illegitimately disposing of or
destroying the hazardous waste. Organised crime groups, well know for their
operation in the ordinary waste disposal industry, recognised the potential for
making large profits through charging lower fees than legitimate operators, and
simply dumping or destroying the waste. More recently, organised crime groups
have been implicated in the dumping of hazardous waste throughout Italy
(Berlusconi, 2003).
Considered collectively, these examples suggest that dumping appears to be a
foreseeable consequence of regulation that provides an incentive for it, through
making disposal more expensive or more difficult, particularly in situations where
the risk of detection to dumpers is small. This principle may be further to
expanded to suggest that any new regulation, which introduces or increases a
burden or fee on those regulated, may also be associated with new avoidance
behaviour.

Taxation
Taxation of products has often been used by government as both a revenue-raising
and a behaviour-controlling tool. However, commentators predict that the
introduction of new taxes will be associated with new avoidance behaviour, some
of which might involve fraud (Bourn, 2001a). The literature identifies two further
ways in which taxation provides an incentive for or facilitates black market trade in
goods.
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Firstly, price differentials between jurisdictions, due to inconsistent taxation rates,
have been consistently implicated in the smuggling of excise goods by individuals,
organised groups and in some cases terrorist groups, such as the IRA (Bartlett,
2002; FIA International Research Ltd., 2001; Schneider, 2000; Clapp, 1997).
Commentators suggest that the low-risks involved, in terms of both detection and
punishment, and the ease with which this type of smuggling can be done, has led
to the movement of some traditional drug smugglers to the field of smuggling
contraband products, such as cigarettes.
In a typical situation, goods are purchased in low-tax jurisdictions and transported
to high-tax jurisdictions, where they are sold direct to consumers or to retailers for
a profit. For example, the large price differentials between States in the United
States have been consistently implicated in inter-state smuggling of cigarettes.
Similarly, the tax differentials that exist between provinces in Canada, and between
European countries have also been implicated in consumer and commercial
smuggling of alcohol and cigarettes (Roques, 2001). As a number of authors have
pointed out, this form of smuggling can be highly profitable. For instance, Bartlett
(2002) notes that cigarettes purchased in low-tax North Carolina could be
transported to New York City and sold for a profit of $30 per carton. A number
of authors have also noted the increased use of the Internet to purchase cigarettes
in low tax jurisdictions, despite the government’s efforts to control these kinds of
transactions (National Association of Convenience Stores [NACS], 2002).
These examples suggest that inconsistent excise taxes between jurisdictions, that
result in differences in the price of goods, provides opportunities for smuggling by
both individual and organised groups. The difficulty in detecting such smuggling is
likely to provide low anticipated risks for those involved.
Secondly, significant increases in the levels of tax have been implicated in
contributing to an increase in smuggling in a number of jurisdictions. For
example, large increases in the excise tax on cigarettes in both Sweden and Canada
were implicated in the rise in the smuggling of goods into these jurisdictions
(Korsell, 2002; Schneider, 2000). Studies of smuggling in the United States by
Thursby & Thursby (1997) and in Canada by Schneider (2000) provide some
empirical evidence for the positive relationship between taxation levels and levels
of smuggling.
These examples suggest that government regulation that increases the tax on legal
goods, increases the incentive for both the purchase and supply of black-market
goods in these jurisdictions. This principle might be further generalised to any
regulation, the end result of which is an increase in the price of legal goods. For
example, Hudgins (1998) predicted that regulations that required tobacco
manufactures to sponsor government programs, and resulted in an increase in the
8
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prices paid by consumers, would also produce an increase in the levels of
smuggling.
Increases in the levels of existing tax have also been anecdotally suggested to be
associated with an increase in tax-related fraud (Roques, 2001; Bourn, 2001a), the
corruption of administering officials because they increase the incentive for those
regulated to pay bribes to avoid taxes (Benson & Baden, 1985) and theft and
burglary, for the purposes of obtaining products that could be sold on the black
market (NACS, 2002).

Tax Concessions
There are a number of examples in the literature where tax concession schemes
have been exploited through deceptive means, sometimes in an organised manner.
For example, in Argentina, a law providing for the tax-free import of motor
vehicles by handicapped persons was implicated in at least one case of the
organised importation and sale of tax-free vehicles, under the pretence of being for
use by handicapped persons (Kamm, 1991).
Similarly, the removal of a tariff on sugar being imported into the EU from Serbia
and Montenegro under Council Regulation 2007/2000/EC was suspended because
of circumstantial evidence that the goods were being exported from the EU, with
an export subsidy, and freely imported from these countries in a type of ‘carousel
fraud’ (Europa, 2003a). Concern was also expressed because, with the current
system, the origin of the sugar could not be objectively verified.
One well-documented example of such exploitation is the introduction of the duty
suspension system in the EU (Roques, 2001; Bourn, 2001a; Bourn, 2001b). This
system was an initiative introduced as part of the Single European Market (SEM),
the objective of which was to facilitate trade between the Member States. The
basic foundation for the system was that if those trading in excise goods could
provide evidence of their movement to other registered traders in the European
Union or of export outside of the European Union, then payment of excise duty
was ‘suspended’. The duty would become payable when the goods were passed on
for consumption or distributed to an unregistered trader, so that the excise was
paid closer to the point of consumption. The movement and status of the goods
was recorded via the Accompanying Administrative Document (AAD).
One unintended consequence of the introduction of this scheme were what
became known as ‘excise diversion frauds’. These involved the distribution of
excise-suspended-goods to market, rather than to registered traders or outside of
the European Union. In addition, in some cases where the goods were actually
exported, they would be returned as effectively duty-free goods to the home
9
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market. This ‘carousel’ problem has been identified in a number of countries in
which the export of goods is duty free. For example, in Canada, an export tax on
cigarettes was introduced under the National Action Plan to Combat Smuggling, to
reduce the incentive for smuggling of tax-free Canadian cigarettes back into
Canada after export (Schneider, 2000).
One review of the duty suspension system identified factors contributing to the
frauds including, inadequate vetting of warehouses, inadequate standards in proof
of movement, and the lack of regulation of transporters (Roques, 2001). Other
factors that were suggested to have contributed to the increase in fraud were the
decrease in physical checks and inspections that accompanied the introduction of
the SEM and the poor security of the AAD (Bourn, 2001a). The EU introduced
new regulations for warehouses in 1998 and have recently announced a new
computerised tracking system to replace the AAD system, in order to more
effectively track the movement of duty suspended goods (Europa, 2003b).
In all these examples there is clearly an incentive for those regulated to avoid taxes
through meeting the criteria for the tax concession. Therefore, these examples
suggest that a foreseeable consequence of the introduction of tax concessions is
the use of deceptive means to meet the criteria and obtain the benefit.

Prohibition
The unintended consequences of prohibition strategies, particularly those relating
to the prohibition of drugs are consistently cited by those advocating alternatives
(Block, 1993; Thornton, 1991). These unintended consequences have been
suggested to include black markets and their associated violent crime, corruption
of officials, theft and prostitution to purchase what become expensive products,
and the move to other substitute products (Newman, 2001a). Substitute products
might include more powerful weapons where handguns are prohibited (Newman,
2001b) or marijuana, where the legal drinking age is increased (DiNardo &
Lemieux, 2001). Other consequences of an increase in the legal drinking age might
include an increase in the use of fake identification or the identification of others,
and increased dealings with less familiar persons for the purposes of consuming
and purchasing alcohol (Lanza-Kaduce & Richards, 1989).
Perhaps the most detrimental consequence of prohibition strategies is the
development of black markets, and a number of documented examples exist of
their generation following prohibition. The most notable include ‘the war on
drugs’ and prohibition of alcohol in the U.S., which produced an enormous black
market, fuelled by the smuggling of alcohol from neighbouring countries,
particularly Canada, and illegal production within the United States (Hudgins,
1998). The unparalleled development of organised crime groups in this era of
prohibition has also been recognised (Schneider, 2000; Hudgins, 1998).
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Similarly, the prohibition of ozone depleting substances (ODS), such as
chloroflurocarbons (CFCs), has also been credited with the generation of a black
market for the highly-demanded ODS (Clapp, 1997). The centre piece of this
regulation is the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer.
This complex Protocol restricts the production and use of ODS by the signatories.
However, it provides for a number of production and use exemptions and for the
staggered implementation of the provisions, with developing countries being
allowed a grace period for production.
In particular, the design of the regulation has been considered by a number of
commentators to have facilitated trafficking in ODS (The United Nations
Environment Programme [UNEP], 2003; Clapp, 1997). Major criticism has been
directed towards the staggered implementation of the provisions, as there is
considerable evidence of the smuggling of ODS from developing to developed
countries. In addition, the range of exemptions, such as the exempt status of
recycled ODS, has been criticised by a number of commentators. These
exemptions arguably increase the availability of ODS for diversion to illegitimate
markets and impede the efforts of law enforcement officials, who must determine
if products are exempt. Similarly, allowing developed countries to produce ODS
for export to developing countries has allegedly allowed for the diversion of these
ODS back into the home market (Environmental Investigation Agency, 2003).
Clapp (1997) also suggests that the excise tax introduced on ODS in the U.S.
contributed to black market trade. This is because it provided the opportunity for
those evading tax or those smuggling goods from low tax jurisdictions, such as
Canada or Mexico, to sell goods on the black market for a considerable profit.
Despite the high-profile of the above examples, it seems that trade in prohibited
products is a possible consequence of the prohibition of any demanded product.
For example, Heselbarth (1998) reports on the introduction of the 1992 Energy
Policy Act in the United States, which prohibited the production or sale of highwater-capacity toilets in the interests of water preservation. One unintended
consequence of this law seemed to be the purchase of high-performance toilets by
Detroit contractors across the Canadian border, for the purposes of resale to
customers in Detroit. Furthermore, the fact that it was legal to purchase the toilet
for installation but not resale made it difficult for customs officials to detect such
black market traders without subsequently monitoring the installation.
These examples suggest that illegitimate trade in prohibited and demanded
products appears to be a foreseeable consequence of prohibition.2 Furthermore, it
seems that trade in illegal products may be particularly extensive where significant
quantities of the product are available for diversion to illegitimate markets because
Another example is the introduction of licences for taxis and the associated prohibition, which has been reported
to result in the development of a black-market trade in taxi licenses.

2
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of local exemptions or because the product is legally available in neighbouring
jurisdictions. In addition, prohibited products that may be easily produced and
those for which there are no adequate substitutes may be particularly susceptible to
black market trade. Benson & Baden (1985) also suggest that price ceilings, which
fix a maximum price for a good, also produce black market activity because, like
prohibition, they reduce the supply of a demanded good. They suggest that black
market trading could appear following any government regulation that interferes in
market forces.

Law Enforcement
Regulation that interferes with the activities of law enforcement agencies is likely to
be associated with an increase in the behaviour subject to enforcement. For
example, Thursby & Thursby (1997) suggest that the introduction of federal
jurisdiction over tobacco smuggling in the United States actually contributed to an
increase in tobacco smuggling, due to the subsequent decreased involvement of
State law enforcement agencies. The authors considered the change to result in a
real decrease in the threat to offenders, due to the lack of substantial involvement
by the ‘feds’ and the better capacities of the State enforcement authorities.
However, a number of examples suggest that increased enforcement activity is also
associated with a number of unintended consequences. Firstly, Cornelius (2001)
noted a number of unintended consequences associated with the increased
U.S./Mexico border enforcement in the 1990s. These included, a displacement of
border-crossing attempts to unprotected areas, an increase in the number of clients
and profits for the organised smuggling groups and an increase in the permanency
of illegal immigrants in the United States, due to their perception of increased
difficulty in moving between the countries. An increase in the number of crossingdeaths, because of the use of more clandestine methods of transit, was also a
reported consequence of the program.
Secondly, Potter, Gaines, & Holbrook (1990) noted the unintended consequences
of a marijuana eradication program in Kentucky. Under the program, federal
funding was provided for the large-scale detection and destruction of marijuana
crops throughout the State, and the subsequent arrest and prosecution of
producers. Based upon government reports and the reports of investigations, the
authors suggested a number of unintended consequences. These included, a move
to more sophisticated production methods such as smaller patches over greater
areas, the growing of higher potency crops to maximise profitability, and the
formation of organised crime groups. Although the mechanism is not totally clear,
it seems that this increased organisation was attributed to the removal of relatively
disorganised, lower-level traders by the program and therefore, increased
domination of the market for more organised networks. In addition, this increased
organisation was also considered a response by producers, in order to survive the
12
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increased enforcement. An increase in the corruption of criminal justice officials
was also a suggested consequence of the increased enforcement activity. Thornton
(1991) suggests that increased enforcement may result in the increased corruption
of law enforcement officials because a higher risk of apprehension for those
committing crime simultaneously increases the incentive to pay bribes.
Finally, Schneider (2000) noted the increased sophistication and adaptation of
organised crime groups involved in smuggling tobacco and alcohol in Canada
following the introduction of the federal enforcement program, the AntiSmuggling Initiative. According to the author, the smuggling activities were
displaced as a result of the Initiative. This displacement involved a move to
smuggling at lower-risk times, using more sophisticated techniques and to interprovincial, as opposed to international smuggling.
In summary, it can be suggested that regulation that decreases the perception of
risk for potential offenders, by reducing the intensity of law enforcement activities,
is likely to be associated with an increase in the behaviour subject to enforcement.
In addition, regulation that results in an increase in law enforcement activity may
produce displacement of the behaviour subject to enforcement to other times,
places or through other means. Furthermore, it might be tentatively suggested that
high-level law enforcement that removes low-level offenders may have the effect
of benefiting organised crime groups and may contribute to the increasing
organisation and sophistication of the offending.

Subsidy, Grant and Compensation Schemes
Deceptive behaviour has been an unintended consequence of a number of
government subsidy, grant and compensation schemes (Wilkinson, 2002; EvansPritchard, 2001). For example, Passas & Nelken (1993) reported on a case in
which illegitimate and legitimate Italian firms colluded to use false documents to
obtain payments under subsidy schemes. The author considered that both
structural factors and the inadequate controls to be contributory factors to the
fraud and to EC frauds more generally. In particular, the lack of incentive for
authorities in Member States to detect and prosecute fraud under the system of EC
funds, as such subsidies ultimately benefited their citizens and their economy, was
considered to be a problematic structural feature of the system. The author also
noted that there was some evidence that officials were implicated in the
commission of the frauds.
Another case was that of Joseph Bowden, a British farmer who was prosecuted for
a number of frauds, committed for the purposes of claiming under grant and
subsidy schemes administered by various government departments in the United
Kingdom (Bourn, 2002). In particular, it was alleged that Joseph Bowden had
claimed under structural funds to build an already existing barn, and had also
13
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claimed under different subsidies and from different contractors for the same plot
of land. The programs were criticised by Bourn for their lack of controls, such as
the failure to cross-check applications and to verify the map references provided
(Bourn, 2002). The high level of fraud associated with grant and subsidy schemes
has led to some commentators describing these schemes simply as ‘criminogenic’
(Sieber, 1998).
Fraud has also been an unintended consequence of a number of compensation
schemes. For example, the foot and mouth compensation schemes operating in
the United Kingdom, under which the owners of infected livestock are given
compensation for the destruction of their infected livestock, have been allegedly
exploited by those involved (Hetherington, 2002). A recent review of the scheme
noted a range of allegations received by government agencies, including the
deliberate infection of stock for the purposes of making claims, the making of false
and inflated claims and the commission of expenses fraud by administering
officials (Bourn, 2003). The review highlighted weak controls as a contributory
factor.
Similarly, Pontell, Jesilow & Geis (1984) noted the frauds committed by medical
practitioners in the United States under the Medicare and Medicaid programs, in
which practitioners were compensated for services supplied to patients. They
report the occurrence of over-servicing, where patients are given treatment
unnecessarily to claim fees, overcharging and bogus claims under the system. The
authors identified a number of factors contributing to these frauds including, the
fee-for-service design, which provides an incentive for over-servicing, and the
inadequacy of the controls.
Finally, Wait (1997) notes the claimant fraud, employer fraud and service provider
fraud committed following the introduction of the government-run workers
compensation scheme in South Australia in the 1980s. Under the scheme workers
injured in the course of their work duties were compensated for both lost wages
and medical costs. The author noted a number of factors contributing to the
occurrence of fraud including, the inclusion in the scheme of non-demonstrable
injuries, which were difficult to verify and therefore, considered to be associated
with a large number of fraudulent claims. Other contributing factors included the
payment of full wages to claimants, which provides an incentive for claimants to
remain on the system, and the ability of claimants to select their own doctor.
When considered collectively, these examples illustrate a common principle, that
an unintended consequence of regulation that provides some form of benefit is
deception and other behaviour for the purposes of receiving the benefit. Other
types of benefits might include rewards, such as in the case of rewards offered in
gun-buy-back programs. Anecdotal information suggests that these programs are
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associated with a number of unintended consequences, including the theft of
firearms for the purposes of claiming the rewards (Kleck, 1996).

Empowering Regulations
Commentators point out that official corruption is a possible consequence of any
new regulation that empowers administering officials (Benson & Baden, 1985).
Furthermore, some observe that as the number of regulatory procedures increases
so do the opportunities for corruption (Djankov, LaPorta, Lopez-de-Silanes &
Schleifer, 2002).
Some of the case studies referred to above, and those documented by RoseAckerman (1999) provide examples of instances where official corruption was a
by-product of new regulatory systems. In particular, corruption of lawenforcement officials under prohibition strategies for alcohol, drugs, gambling and
prostitution are well documented (Thornton, 1991). Another well-documented
example is provided by Gardiner & Lyman (1978), who outline the introduction of
building and land-use laws in the United States in the 1960s. As the authors
illustrate, the new regulations, which regulated both land usage and the design of
new and existing buildings, provided the opportunity for the bribery of various
types of administering officials and inspectors.
Based upon their case studies of official corruption in a number of States and
relevant literature, the authors identified a number of features of decisions that
seemed to make them susceptible to corruption. These included, low ‘visibility’,
the involvement of a small number of officials in administering the regulations, and
significant potential ramifications for those regulated. In particular, regulations
that provided for high levels of discretion were argued to decrease visibility and
therefore, the risk of corruption.
The criminogenic nature of official discretion has been suggested by a number of
authors (Rose-Ackerman, 1999; Benson & Baden, 1985). Furthermore, some
empirical evidence exists for the role of discretion in increasing the opportunity for
corruption. For example, Gatti (2003) recently identified a positive association
between the number of goods classifications, used by customs, and measures of
official corruption. According to the study, the discretion created by the large
number of possible classifications might have been a contributory factor to high
levels of corruption. This is because under such systems, officials might classify
goods into lower-tax categories for a fee or threaten to classify goods into highertax categories if a fee is not paid.
In addition, a number of authors have identified conflicts of interest, as an inherent
feature of some regulatory systems. Firstly, Pontell, Jesilow & Geis (1984) and
Wait (1997) noted the conflict of interests inherent in the U.S. Medicare and South
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Australian Workers Compensation Scheme respectively. In both of these systems
doctors treating patients were encouraged to abuse their position, by over-servicing
patients for the purposes of collecting fees.
Secondly, the foot-and-mouth compensation scheme operating in the United
Kingdom was criticised because of the practice of allowing farmers to select a
valuer for their infected stock, a practice which was considered to put ‘pressure’ on
valuers to increase their valuations (Bourn, 2003).
Finally, the practice of using private veterinarian’s as government meat inspectors
and private accountancy firms as auditors of companies under government
regulations, have been criticised because they introduce official duties into an
environment in which officials have a desire to maintain goodwill with clients
(Vander Beken & Defruytier, 2003; Kapardis & Kapardis, 1995).
Therefore, in summary, it seems that corruption appears to be a possible
consequence of any new regulation that provides officials with some form of
‘valuable’ power. This power might concern a range of rights, including the
allocation of benefits, such as contracts or licences, or the imposition of burdens,
such as taxes or rules (Rose-Ackerman, 1999). Furthermore, official corruption
might be an increasingly foreseeable consequence of regulations that involve
inherent conflicts of interests for administering officials.

PART 3 - RISK INDICATORS
As noted above, the primary objective of the project was to develop a set of risk
indicators from the case studies that could be used by those scanning summaries of
new proposals to identify regulations with the potential for unintended crime
consequences. A set of risk indicators has been developed from the main
principles identified in the case studies (Part 2) and is presented in Box 1 (below).
In addition, the way in which the regulations produce their unintended
consequences has also been incorporated into the risk indicators. This has been
done to allow a possible greater application of the risk indicator by scanners to
other types of new regulation. Although some more detailed indicators of risk
were identified in Part 2, these have not been included in the final set of risk
indicators. This is because firstly, it is not anticipated that these will be particularly
useful to those broadly scanning new legislative proposals and secondly, because
the validity of a number of these principles is not clearly established.
Finally, it needs to be noted that because these risk indicators were developed only
from the small number of identified case studies, they are clearly not
comprehensive risk indicators for all types of crime or even those specific types of
crime that are the subject of this project. However, they do represent a starting
point, one that could be built upon and refined in due course.
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Box 1. Risk Indicators developed by generalising the main principles from the case studies.

1. Introduces product disposal regulations or any other new or more
burdensome fee or obligation – may produce behaviour by those regulated
intended to avoid or reduce the obligation (e.g. dumping or destroying products
that are required to be returned and/or a fee paid, bribery of officials). Other
parties, including organised groups may assist in the avoidance or minimisation of
the obligations for a fee.
2. Introduces a concession on a tax or a concession on any other fee or
obligation – may produce deceptive or other behaviour for the purposes of
meeting the criteria for the concession (e.g. providing false information, ‘hiring’
those who qualify for concession, bribery of officials). The concession might be
exploited in an organised manner.
3. Introduces a grant, subsidy, or compensation scheme or any other
scheme that provides a benefit – may produce deceptive or other behaviour for
the purposes of meeting the criteria for the benefit (e.g. forgery of documents,
provision of false information, bribery of officials, steal goods for reward,
deliberately injure self to claim compensation).
4. Introduces or increases the tax on legal goods or in any other way
increases the costs of legal goods – may produce smuggling of goods from
lower-tax or lower-cost jurisdictions. Organised groups have historically been
involved in smuggling contraband products both within and between countries.
5. Prohibits or restricts a demanded product or service or in any other way
decreases the availability of demanded goods or services – may produce
illegitimate trade in the product or service. Organised groups have historically
been involved in the supply of both black market products and services.
6. Introduces or removes a law enforcement capacity, increases or
decreases funding for enforcement activity or in any other way impacts the
intensity of law enforcement activity – if it increases the intensity it may
produce displacement of the behaviour subject to enforcement to other times,
places or through other means; or if it reduces the intensity it may result in an
increase in the behaviour subject to enforcement.
7. Provides officials with regulatory power – may be associated with bribery of
officials (e.g. regulatory powers might concern the allocation of benefits, such as
contracts or licences, or the imposition of burdens, such as taxes or rules).
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PART 4 – CONCLUDING REMARKS
The previous 3 Parts were concerned with the development of risk indicators for
the purposes of scanning summaries of new legislation. However, the process of
finding and analysing the case studies has led to the development of a number of
additional ideas that will be discussed in this section.
Firstly, it seems clear from the case studies that the structure and design of a
regulation (e.g. the type of system used to compensate doctors, the type of injuries
included in a workers compensation scheme) will impact on the configuration of
incentives and the extent to which compliance can be monitored and enforced. As
these broad issues would usually be considered early on in the process of policy
development, it seems that crime risks need to be considered from the very early stages of
policy formulation. This touches on one of the practical problems with using risk
indicators to scan summaries of proposed legislation, or any other form of
retrospective analysis of legislation, which is that the making of substantial
amendments to the design and structure of new regulations at this relatively final
stage would be difficult. Therefore, it seems that crime risk assessment could only
really be useful to ‘flag-up’ legislation, with a view to considering further the
relevant administrative controls.
Secondly, the case studies make it clear that it is vital for effective crime risk assessment to
understand how new legislation translates into real-life, that is, the impact of the regulations at the
level of those regulated. For example, when introducing new product disposal
regulations it is important to recognise that the new regulations will mean that the
final owners will face a significantly increased fee. This is because an
understanding of incentives operating on those regulated is important for
anticipating unintended consequences. However, the case studies also demonstrate
that most regulations are complex. This means that it would be difficult for
‘outsiders’ to envisage legislation as it operates in practice, particularly where it
interacts in a broader regulatory environment. The major implication of this is that
those who know most about the regulation, are those that should consider possible unintended
consequences. This is not likely to be an outsider, who is conducting a crime risk
assessment of new legislation, but regulators who are familiar with the ‘ins-andouts’ of the regulation, including the foreseeable administration of the legislation.
At the very least it would seem that outsiders would need to have access to
knowledgeable regulators, in order to understand the regulation as it would operate
on a practical level.
Thirdly, the case studies suggest that a failure to anticipate unintended
consequences is not, in most cases, the reason for unintended consequences. It
seems that political constraints and the difficulty in anticipating accurately the
extent of unintended consequences are factors bearing on the work of regulators
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who are anticipating unintended consequences. There are a number of implications
of this. The first is that risk indicator scanning is only going to be useful where
regulators have not anticipated a potential unintended crime consequence (the
development and use of a set of indicators might also have the impact of raising
the profile of crime risk assessment). The second is that the monitoring of crime
following the introduction of new regulations also needs to be a priority and to be adopted
systematically in suitable cases (Kilchling & Braun, 2002).
Finally, during the later stages of the work it became clear that government audit
bodies, such as the National Audit Office in the United Kingdom, produce a
number of useful critiques of government regulation. These bodies seem to be the
most useful resource for those looking to document unintended consequences,
their contributing factors and possible preventative mechanisms.
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Appendix A. Case studies identified during the project. The mechanism column outlines the
way in which the regulation has produced its unintended consequences. The evidence column
outlines the evidence for the connection between the regulation and the unintended
consequence(s).
Jurisdiction &
Legislation

Details

Intended
Consequence

Unintended Consequence

Mechanism

Evidence

Source

Illegal Dumping
1.

U.S. - Resource
Conservation and
Recovery Act 1976
and other
legislation

Requires hazardous waste to
be disposed of through
environmentally-friendly
disposal system

Promote recycling
of potentially
environmentally
dangerous
products

Dumping or destruction of
waste (e.g. in waterways or
setting on fire) and
involvement of organised
crime groups (OCG) in
dumping or destroying
hazardous waste through
their participation as
transporters and operators
of landfills or treatment
facilities

Greater cost for generators
increased incentive for dumping
or dealing with illegitimate
operators to reduce the cost of
disposal and generators not
responsible for waste or disposal
Poor controls provided the
opportunity for dumping e.g.
 easy to obtain licence
 log books not checked
 poor enforcement where
detected

Authors cite law
enforcement reports and
other official material as
evidence for dumping and
organised crime
involvement following the
introduction of the
regulation

Scarpitti & Block
(1987)

Cites as evidence for
increased dumping a
government report
finding 25% increase in
dumping after law
introduced (report
unavailable)

Hutton (2001)

Introduces permit system for
operators and registration
system for generators, defines
hazardous waste and
introduces log-book system

2.
Japan

Law introduced requiring the
return to manufacturers of
end-of-life electrical
equipment

Promote recycling
of potentially
environmentally
dangerous
products

Author suggests increase in
illegal dumping in month
after law introduced

New law meant that end-users
paying a fee for disposal and thus
provided incentive for dumping

Europe

Law introduced prohibiting
the dumping of untreated
fridges in landfill sites

Promote
environmentally
friendly disposal
of CFCs in fridge
foam

Increase in fridge dumping
and truck drivers illegally
dumping fridges for smaller
fee

Implementation of law meant that Anecdotal, no cited
end-users paying increased fee,
evidence
and this provided incentive for
dumping or for paying others
smaller fee to dump

3.
Brown (2002);
Clover (2001)
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Jurisdiction &
Legislation

Details

Intended
Consequence

Unintended Consequence

Mechanism

Evidence

U.K. –
forthcoming
legislation to
implement
Directive
2000/53/EC of
the European
Parliament and of
the Council

The legislation when
implemented will mean that
last owners of end-of-life
vehicles to pay increased fee
to cover the cost of disposal

Promote the
environmentallyfriendly disposal
of vehicles and
parts

Increasing abandonment of
vehicles

Increased fee to increase incentive Predicted, no evidence
for dumping and existing
problems with vehicle licensing
and registration system provide
opportunity for dumping –
exemplified by the current high
abandonment of vehicles

Source

4.
Jill Dando Institute
of Crime Science
(2003)

Illegal Trade
5.
U.S. - Illegal
Immigration Reform
and Immigrant
Responsibility Act
1996 (IIRIRA)
amended
Immigration and
Nationality Act
(INA)

IIRIRA amended definition of ‘refugee’ in INA
(which an asylum seeker needs to come under to
claim asylum) to expressly include persons subject
to persecution related to a population control
program e.g. abortion, sterilisation or those
subject to persecution because of failure to do
these or those who fear such persecution or “for
other resistance to a coercive population control
program”. Also cap on number admitted under
this provision of 1000 per year.

Increase in the numbers of
Chinese smuggled into the
USA

Not totally clear but author
suggests that because the
amendment provides “prima facie
eligibility for political asylum” for
those expressing opposition to
“coercive population control
programs” this allows fraudulent
claims and possible release. The
author also notes that “smugglers
assure the migrants that if they are
apprehended on arrival they can
claim asylum and still be released”
and therefore, “acts as a safety
net”

No evidence cited in paper Kung (2000)
but cites other papers as
evidence for increased
smuggling following
amendment (papers not
available)
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Jurisdiction &
Legislation

Details

Intended
Consequence

U.S. - Illegal
Immigration
Reform and
Immigrant
Responsibility
Act of 1996

Requires increased
enforcement at border e.g.
the hiring of more agents,
improvements to fencing

Decrease number
of illegal
immigrants

Unintended Consequence

Mechanism

Evidence

Source

Increased enforcement means
that illegal immigrants perceive
the need to use professional
smuggling groups and/or to cross
at non-protected areas or to move
less frequently between countries

Some empirical evidence
for unintended
consequences following
the increased enforcement

Cornelius (2001)

Increase in interstate
cigarette smuggling

Authors suggest that the federal
enforcement activity associated
with the Act, which was perceived
to be effective due to a decline in
smuggling (pre-existing) resulted
in a decrease in enforcement
activity by the States

Model developed provides
some evidence for the
increased smuggling
following the introduction
of federal jurisdiction

Thursby &
Thursby (1997)

Inter-state smuggling of
cigarettes and involvement
by organised crime groups
and terrorists to fund
activities

Inconsistency provides the easy
opportunity for persons to
purchase cigarettes in one State
and sell for profit in another

Authors report that
information provided by
law enforcement
authorities that such
smuggling taking place

Bartlett (2002);
Schneider (2000);
National
Association of
Convenience
Stores (2002); FIA
International
Research Ltd.
(2001)

6.


Author suggests
more clients for
professional
smuggling
groups and
increase in fees
charged

Also suggests increased
attempted crossings at other
unprotected points and
increased permanency of
illegal immigrants
7.

8.

U.S. – the federal
Contraband
Cigarette Act 1978

Prohibited at federal level the
shipping, purchase or sale of
greater than 60 thousand
cigarettes without tax indicia

U.S. and Canada

State and province laws set
taxation rates on tobacco
products at differing levels

Create federal
jurisdiction and
enforcement
powers
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Jurisdiction &
Legislation

Details

U.S., Canada,
Sweden

Laws increasing excise tax on
tobacco products

U.S. Kentucky

Federal funding provided for
the detection and destruction
of marijuana crops

E.U. – Council
Directive
92/12/EEC

As part of Single European
Market reforms, duty
suspension system set up i.e.
registered traders not
required to pay excise duty
until dispatched for
consumption or to nonregistered trader

Intended
Consequence

Unintended Consequence

Mechanism

Evidence

Source

Increase in tobacco
smuggling from other
jurisdictions

Increasing the cost of legal
cigarettes increases both demand
by consumers and the potential
profit for smugglers

Anecdotal and some
empirical evidence for
change in smuggling
following the change in
taxation levels

Korsell (2002);
Schneider (2000);
Thursby &
Thursby (1997)

Intended to
reduce the supply
of marijuana in
State

Some consequences
reported include increased
potency of marijuana crops,
increased organisation of
operations, increased
sophistication of offending
(e.g. grew product indoors
or in smaller amounts across
larger areas) and increased
corruption of officials

Increase profitability whilst
growing less marijuana to
decrease risks
Organised groups more resilient
and the therefore, dominate
market
Traders need to become more
organised and sophisticated to
survive enforcement activity

Evidence for unintended
Potter, Gaines &
consequences from official Holbrook (1990)
law enforcement
documents (these likely to
be anecdotal)

Facilitate business
and provide for
excise to be paid
closer to the time
of consumption

Increase in excise diversion
fraud i.e. duty suspended
goods (i.e. without excise
paid) diverted to market
when represented to be sent
to other registered traders or
outside EU as required

Introduction of system provided
incentive to mis-represent
destination of goods and
inadequate new controls (e.g.
reliance upon AAD document
which is difficult to verify, traders
not vetted) and simultaneous
decrease in pre-existing controls
(e.g. customs inspections)
provided opportunity for excise
diversion fraud

Reports note
investigations finding
excise diversion fraud
occurring following the
introduction of the system

9.

10.

11.
Bourn (2001b);
Bourn (2001a);
Roques, 2001)
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Jurisdiction &
Legislation

Details

Intended
Consequence

Unintended Consequence

Montreal
Protocol on
Substances that
Deplete the
Ozone Layer (the
Protocol to the
Vienna
Convention of
1987)

Restricts the use and
production of ODS

Reduce damage to Illegal trade in ODS i.e.
ozone layer
ODS being sold within and
caused by ODS
between countries

U.S. – Energy
Policy Act 1992

Reduce water
Act makes it illegal for
manufacturers to distribute or consumption
sell 3.5 gbf toilets in U.S. and
sets standard of 1.6 gbf but
U.S. citizens permitted to
purchase toilets in Canada for
home installation

Mechanism

Evidence

Source

Although non-ODS alternatives
cheaper, equipment needs to be
re-fitted to be able to use nonODS substances and therefore
demand for illegal ODS. Design
of system problems include:
 phase-out schedule: Article 5
countries permitted to produce
ODS for longer period than nonArticle 5 countries thus providing
ODS for diversion
 Non-article 5 countries
allowed exemptions e.g. for
export to Article 5 countries and
for internal domestic needs thus
allows for diversion of ODS
 Recycled ODS not covered
by regulation thus difficult for
authorities to verify goods as
recycled
Inadequate monitoring and
enforcement

Authors cite law
enforcement experience as
evidence for trade in ODS
following the introduction
of the protocol

Clapp (1997);
United Nations
Environment
Programme (2001)

Author reports law
enforcement officials
anecdotal evidence that
trade occurring

Heselbarth (1998)

12.

13.

Article 5 countries, mainly
developing countries, allowed
additional grace period to
produce ODS under protocol
Exceptions allowing
production for internal use,
for the use of recycled ODS
and export to Article 5
countries

Detroit contractors
Demand for high-performance
purchasing toilets and taking toilets in U.S. because of poor
into U.S. for customers
performance of smaller 1.6gbf
systems and Detroit contractors
filling the demand and difficult
for customs to enforce as difficult
to establish whether toilet for
resale
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Argentina

Law allows physically
handicapped person to
import car without paying
import duty and in 1988
financial inquiries ceased and
limit raised from 10K - 19K

Canada

Federal funding of AntiSmuggling Initiative enforcement program
involving increased detection
and prosecution of tobacco
and liquor smugglers

E.U. – Council
Regulation
2007/2000/EC

Introduces preferential (zero)
import tariff for sugar from
certain Eastern European
(Balkan) countries and
legislation allows the tariff to
be suspended if fraud
detected

Intended
Consequence

Unintended Consequence

Mechanism

Evidence

Source

Handicapped persons
retained to ‘front’ the
purchase of motor vehicles
for others and evidence of
some car dealers operating
in an organised manner to
exploit tax concession

Law provides opportunity for
exploitation, particularly after
financial inquiries removed

Author reports anecdotal
information from law
enforcement officials that
exploitation occurring

Kamm (1991)

Reduce size of
contraband
market and target
organised crime
groups

Displacement of smuggling
activity to inter-provincial
smuggling, increased
concealment and new
techniques utilised and
offenders more selective in
timing the movement of
goods

Smugglers aware of increased
enforcement and adapt methods

Evidence for unintended
consequences based upon
anecdotal information
from law enforcement
agencies

Schneider (2000)

Part of
stabilisation and
association
process

Circumstantial evidence of
carousel fraud i.e. sugar
being exported to Balkan
counties (with export
subsidy) and then imported
into EU without tariff

Regulation provided benefit that
could be easily claimed
fraudulently because of poor
certification controls (i.e. difficult
to verify origin of sugar)

Anecdotal

Europa (2003a)

Law to be introduced,
currently no evidence

House of Lords
(2002)

14.

15.

16.

Deception for Gain
17.

U.K. - London
Local Authorities
Bill to amend
Hotel Proprietors
Act 1956

LLAB increases limit (£50 £1000) on absolute liability
for hotel where guests’
possessions are damaged or
stolen

Increase crime
prevention
activity
undertaken by
hotel owners

Suggested potential increase
in fraudulent claims by hotel
guests

Guests aware of the provision
may believe fraud claim easier,
less risky and more rewarding
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Intended
Consequence

Unintended Consequence

Mechanism

Evidence

Source

U.S.

Increase in legal drinking age
from 19 to 21

To reduce
prevalence of
drunk driving by
young persons

Increased use of fake ID
cards and the ID cards of
others; increased demand
for black market alcohol i.e.
underage drinkers report
more association with
possible black markets
suppliers

Previously 19 year olds able to
legally purchase alcohol and
following change persons use ID
cards to obtain products restricted
by regulation

Based upon survey
findings, therefore some
empirical evidence for
unintended consequences

Lanza-Kuduce &
Richards (1989)

U.K.

Regulations introducing
subsidies and grants under
the Common Agricultural
Policy

Large scale fraudulent claims
Make exports
associated with the schemes
competitive;
induce production
of certain
products

Schemes provide incentive for
fraud; weak controls provide
opportunity (i.e. poor cross
checking between schemes, map
references not verified)

Bourn (2002)
Report cites govt
investigations that revealed
fraudulent claims under
the system

U.K. – Animal
Health Act 1981
Schedule 3 and
other regulations

Provides for compensation to
be paid to farmers whose
animals are slaughtered and
farmers allowed to select own
valuer

One intended
consequence to
quickly contain
disease

Scheme provides incentive for
fraud and conditions conducive to
corruption; weak financial
controls provide opportunity;

Government report notes
government investigations
finding frauds occurring
under the system

18.

19.

20.

Large number of frauds
associated with the
compensation scheme (i.e.
falsely claiming stock
slaughtered or inflating
claims and farmers
deliberately infecting stock)
and possible collusion
between farmers and valuers

Hetherington
(2002); Bourn

(2003)
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Intended
Consequence

Unintended Consequence

Mechanism

Evidence

Source

U.S.

Health care regulation
introduced in 1965 that
introduced Medicare and
Medicaid systems

Provide health
Over-servicing,
care for financially overcharging, and false
challenged
claims identified under the
system

Structural problems such as the
fee-for-service mechanism (i.e.
doctors paid for service to
patient) and the reimbursement
mechanism (i.e. provides larger
than normal fee) provides
incentive for over-servicing;
scheme difficult to control

No evidence cited

Pontell, Jesilow &
Geis (1984)

AUS – Worker's
Rehabilitation and
Compensation Act
1986

Providers for compensation
to be paid to workers who
suffer injury during the
course of their employment
and employers contribute to
fund based upon number of
workers etc.

Protect workers
and stabilise
industry

Author reports the existence
of false claims by workers,
false declarations by
employers (i.e. for the
purpose of reducing their
levy payable) and
overcharging, over-servicing
and false claims for
treatment by health care
providers and author reports
some examples of collusion
between stakeholders in
system e.g. claimants and
doctors

 System design provides
 incentive for claimants to
stay on system (i.e. full pay); and
 provides for claims where
difficult to objectively verify
criteria for claim (e.g. nondemonstrable injuries); and
 conflicts of interest inherent
in system (e.g. health care
providers increase incentive to
continue to declare claimants
unfit for work and claimants
allowed to select own doctor)
Weak controls (e.g. medical
certificates forged)

No evidence cited

Wait (1997)

U.K. Representation of the
People Acts and
Regulations

Regulations allow proxy votes
and postal votes on demand
and sending of postal votes to
secondary addresses

Making voting
easier to
encourage
voting

Fraudulent voting through
postal and proxy vote
systems i.e. impersonation

Increased opportunity for fraud
through regulatory changes
combined with ineffective
monitoring of new regulation (e.g.
only check on postal votes is
registration which also suggested
to be open to fraud)

Authors cite a small
number of prosecutions as
evidence for fraud under
the system

Davies (2001);
Howarth (1999);
Watt (2003)

21.

22.

23.
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Intended
Consequence

Unintended Consequence

Mechanism

Evidence

Source

Corruption under
regulations identified from
court transcripts and
interviews with those with
local knowledge of the
corruption

Gardiner & Lyman
(1978)

Abuse of Position for Gain
24.
U.S. –
introduction of
Land Use and
Building
Regulation

Regulations govern “the uses
which can be made of parcels
of land, the construction of
new buildings, and existing
buildings” e.g. various types
of codes and planning
regulations

Bribery of officials involved
Land-use and
zoning regulations in administering system
introduced to
minimise
“incompatible
uses in adjoining
areas” and to
promote safety in
buildings

Regulatory systems created
authority for officials, which
those regulated paid to obtain
preferential exercise of that
power
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